
PREFACE

Respect for Elder Knowledge

Throughout this project we have struggled with the issue of how to properly respect and
acknowledge the expertise of elders. As we progressed through various stages of our work, it
became apparent that elder knowledge is not understood well within academic institutions, nor is
elder expertise properly compensated through funding mechanisms available to support academic
research. Of critical concern is the implied hierarchy of knowledge associated with elders and other
community experts through their treatment as “human subjects” and “informants” rather than equals
who bring knowledge different, but equally important, to that offered by academic researchers. 

Elder expertise may vary among First Nations and elders are not experts in all areas. For this reason,
and to ensure accuracy and avoid exploitation, many First Nations have research protocols that are
designed to provide assistance to outside researchers and ensure that they speak to the right people,
or a proper representative sample of the community, depending on the nature of the research
question. Not all participants in this research are elders. However, all elders participating share in
common a process of life long learning, willingness only to speak to matters within their knowledge
(or indicate where they are uncertain), and respect within their communities for the knowledge that
they have acquired not because of their age, but their experiences and teachings that have been
passed on to them.

Part of the dilemma of compensation, as seen through the eyes of academic institutions, is the
delicate balance between coercion and exploitation. Within the academic world strict rules govern
research involving human participants. Although honoraria is often paid, it is a woefully inadequate
recognition of the expertise being shared. However, ethical rules governing academic work assume
significant compensation will coerce people into participation and calls into question the
voluntariness of consent. As we elaborate in the introduction and methodology section of this
volume, research programs that provide direct community benefit and enable First Nation input into
interpretation of data and dissemination of results help alleviate some of these concerns.

The issues raised here are best understood in the words of the elders themselves and those who work
closely with them. We ask you to keep the following remarks in mind as you read the contributions
in this volume. The first remarks are from an interview conducted by Eric McLay and Leah Joe with
Luschiim, Arvid Charlie, a Hul’qumi’num elder and member of the Cowichan Tribes, on January
26, 2006 in Ladysmith British Columbia. The second are offered by Dorothy First Rider, a member
of the Motoki Society and Blood Tribe who works closely with the elders, in consultation with Frank
Weasel Head, an elder of the Blood Tribe.

Acknowledging the Importance of Elders and Listening to Their Knowledge Today
(Luschiim, Arvid Charlie)

What is important about the elders? Well, as you know, up to now, we have been oral, meaning
everything has been passed on orally. So, our knowledgeable elders are not only volumes of books,
they’re a whole library of knowledge. That’s why the elders are important. To be listened to. They’re
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st’utulnamut - knowledgeable, totally knowledgeable. We can compare them to a whole library.
Some of them are several libraries put together. As you know, one library is kind of hard to have
everything in there. So together, the elders are our whole libraries.

Sharing the teachings is important, but it’s also important to know what teachings you can share.
I’ve had a difficult time, because in my homes - meaning my dad’s and mom’s side, they each have
grandparents and great-grandparents - my home gets large quickly. Our teachings there - you teach
or share your family teachings to your children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren. In today’s
world, I’m asked to go outside that.

I have great difficulty doing that. And I still do. But then when I look back and listen to my mom,
her grandmother, Tth’ulxwmiyel [traditional name], Mary Victor from Hwlummi [Hul’qumi’num
place name for Lummi], was put in the rez school back in the late 1800’s. For some, they were left
there all their growing life and lost their language and their teachings at that time. From then on, our
teachings and language have been eroded. And not all families are fortunate enough to have
somebody that carried that. That’s how I was able to open myself the door to share the teachings.
I’m still trying to keep that door open. Meaning that I’m having difficulty sharing, but when I’m
called upon in the longhouse, school, or wherever somebody comes along for a visit, I have to try
keeping that door open.

One of the ways that’s done by our elders, I’m starting to practice that way, I guess I have always
practiced that way, when I hand somebody some teachings, I’ll give a limited amount and see how
they handle it and handle themselves. If they don’t practice it, I won’t share that much more with
them. Some of the teachings that elders have shared with me, one really important one, it was thirty
years before that one person shared more with me - an extension or continuation of that teaching.
I was observed for that long on how I would handle myself and how I would use it. When he was
satisfied that I would be using it the right way, he has been handing me this for the last 20, 25 years.
He’s been adding to that one.

I think I’ll go back to my opening remarks there and I’ll add more to it. In the modern world, we can
go to the library and books and study what we need to be knowledgeable about. Our oral history is
such that we carry our knowledge and history with us in every one of those elders there.

Huy ts’eep q’a [Thank You]

Consultant Status For Elders
(Dorothy First Rider in Consultation with Frank Weasel Head)

The elders have passed down the history and the teachings of the Blood Tribe from one generation
to the next through oral transmission because the Blood Tribe has an oral language and not a written
language. The elders since time immemorial have been the keepers of the history of the Tribe and
are responsible for the teachings of the traditions from generation to generation. Valiant attempts
have recently been made to create a Blackfoot dictionary using the English orthography. However
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in many cases there is no equivalent English for a Blackfoot concept. Problems with the English
orthography have also proved that the Blood Tribe needs to continue relying on the oral teachings
of the elders. Without a written language, the elders will continue to be the experts on various topics
ranging from Blood history, to proper alienation of artifacts, to entitlement and rationale for
repatriation, among many other topics.

Unfortunately, the role of elders has not been recognized as equal to anthropologists, sociologists,
archaeologists and other academics who have gained the status of experts in Blackfoot history and
experiences. This is because the world of academics has a list of criteria that they take into
consideration before a researcher is considered to be an expert on a certain “subject.” Some of the
criteria used for measuring expertise includes graduate and post graduate degrees and experience
researching and studying human subjects utilizing recognized social science methodologies such as
participatory research methods, qualitative, and/or quantitative methodology.

What is not understood by the world of academics is that elders throughout the course of their lives
receive the same levels of education in order to attain the status of learned elders. Within the Blood
Tribe social structure, in order for an elder to reach the status of a learned elder and to be recognized
as a learned elder, he or she will undergo traditional teachings from other elders from birth to grave.
This is the true meaning of lifelong learning. These earlier years of teaching are equivalent to
kindergarten. Those who continue to display interest may proceed to abide by elder teachings, attend
Blood sacred ceremonies and/or be involved on a peripheral basis only. This level is similar to
university general studies working towards a degree. At some point the individual will make a
decision to pledge to be the sole care taker of a certain bundle, such as one who decides on a specific
discipline upon completion of general studies. An individual may choose to further his or her
education by taking on additional bundles with other societies, such as one who proceeds to graduate
studies. After years of personal sacrifice and commitment a person reaches the final level of
recognition as a learned elder based upon life long learning, similar to those who attain their
doctorate.

Elders use their own form of participatory methodology to gain knowledge and to attain status. Upon
acquiring this status they are responsible for teaching the next group of up coming elders. The Blood
Tribe recognizes those individuals who have attained these teachings as learned elders not based
upon their age, but based upon their experience and their understanding and knowledge of what they
have been taught by elders before them. Learning the teachings of Blood elders is a life long process
and the transfer of bundles from one to another is a very expensive process. Individuals sacrifice
personal belongings, material goods and currency to take on such a responsibility to care for the
knowledge and the bundles entrusted. They too make financial and personal sacrifices, like those
who pursue an academic career.

Unfortunately, that is where the similarities end. Academics gain their teachings and receive their
information from their primitive human subjects. Academics then go on to publish their research and
are considered to be the “expert” in a particular field or a particular subject while learned elders are
merely regarded as a resource.
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Only in the last decade have elders begun to understand the unequal treatment of their levels of
expertise as compared to the levels of expertise attained by academics who tapped into the
knowledge base of elders. Elders spend hours of their time and are interrupted in their personal
schedules in order to give freely to those who go on to become renowned experts. The time has
come for elders to be compensated adequately as experts in their field for the time they spend with
external researchers teaching them and sharing information and experiences at the same level as
professional consultants who get paid by the hour or by the day. The exploitation of the elders by
external researchers is no longer acceptable.


